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Rela)(atlonal solution of translenl problem of Malx
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This paper deals with the appllcfltion of relaxation method of obtammg a number of
useful information at different instants during the tran!lient period of Marx ~urge g,cnerator.
In this connection the differential equatJon lDvoived 10 the saId ClfCUlt b solved by transforming a marching problem IOto a jury onc. it also suggests a methoJ to obtam the
required group operation patterns to liqUidate the residuals in a defimte number of steps.
The results thus obtained are compared WIth those calculated by the convcnlional method of
solution of transient circuit problem.
INTRODUCTION

The device known as Marx surge generator is used to apply a very
rapidly rising voltage similar to that arising from lightning or SWitching
to apparatus for test purposes. The actual and its eqUIvalent circuit
diagrams of the device are shown in figure 1 and figure 2, respectIvely
(Mem. Staff Dept. Elect. Engg., M. 1. T., 1962). The differential equation
that can be developed for the transient state is solved by relaxatIon method
follOWing the technique suggested by Allen (1954), namely, by convertmg
the marching problem into a jury one. Thereby a number of desired
quantIties is found out at different instants simultaneously without much
dlfficulty.

In nxder to solve the differential equation by relaxation medlod
certain finite-difference approximations to derivatives are used. Thus the
dIfferential equation is replaced by a set of simultaneous algebraic equations to be satisfied by the values of the wanted function at dIe same set
of points of subdivision in the range of integration, the required number
of end conditions at both the ends being known. At each point of
subdIVision a residual is defined by a typical formula and the solution lies
in the liquidation of those residuals at different points of subdiVision in
the range. In this connection it has been possible to develop a method
of obtaining a number of group operation patterns to liquidate the residuals in a dennite number of steps following the similar procedure
suggested by Duttn (1966), in lila case of linear simultaneous algebraic
equatiolli,
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fig.

/. Circuit diagram for a Marx surge generator.

fig. 2. cquivafent circuit diagram for a Marx surge
generatOr.

PRINCIPLE 0, THE METHOD

In order to show the applicability of relaltation method in the solution
of the said problem the equivalent circuit (figure 2) is considered which
is found to represent the actual circuit of the surge generator (figure 1).
rather accurately. The capacItance C, (figure 1) of the tested apparatus
significantly affects the behaviour of the surge generatot-circuit. However t:1e specimen is assumed. to be of negligible capacitance and prior
to breakdown. of negligible conductance. The circuit also unavoidably
has a small inductance. which is sometimes mcteased thereby playing
a sigmncant part in the operation. In the case of electrical breakdown
of the specimen the resistance R, (figures 1 and 2) is in effect ahortdtcuited temporarily. Usually the voltage drop in the generator spark
gaps can be neglected during condenser-discharge period as can the
current in the charging resistors. Therefore the effects are not represented in the equivalent circuit. Although some of these assumptions
may have to be reconsidered for accurate results in actual practice. the
nlifnt featllres of surge-generator behaviour are exhibited in this problem.
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The problem therefore reduces to that of a simple IIL8 circuit where

R,L and 8 represent the resistance, inductance, and elastallCe respectively.
After tripping of the generator the circuit may be supposed to contain
no sources and reaches a steady state with zeta condenser charge and
zero current, that means,

Q, = 0;

I,

=

0

... (1)

where Q, and I, are steady st"te charge and current respectively.
Pe!'lor to tripping of generator the resultant elastance 8, is charged
with a charge of,

g(O-) = a coulombs
while,

i(O-)

. (2)

b= 0

=

... 3)

where q(O-) and i(O--) are the respective charge and current just before
tnpping.
Again Just after tnppmg of the generator,

q(O +)
and,

q(O -) = a coulombs

=

.. (4)
... (5)

i(O+) = ;(0-) =0

where q(O+) and i(O+) are the respective charge and current Just after
tripping.
Now the differential equation of the circuit after the tripPllIg of the
go.lerator can be written as follows:
d'q

dt'

dq

1/'

+ L---;

de

8,

+ r;

= 0

.,,(6)

Ivhl'!c q is the instantaneous charge of the condenser and R'= (R,+H,), 1"
and 8, are as shown in the figure 2.
The above differential equatIOn is of the form as shown below;

d'q

iW
where 'In

R'
-=L,

+m

and n =

dq

dt

+ nq =

0

.. (7)

i,
1:1

This equation is a second order differential equatIon and two end
conditions are supplied at one end that means, at t = 0,

u=a coulombs;

;=if=O

... (8)

und 110, cild condition is supplied at the other end. But this problem
being of mari;hing type cannot be solved directly by relaxation method.
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In order to make the problem relaxationally solvable it has to converted
into a jury one by changing its order to four, having replaced q
by a new variable u, and by imposing two oxtra end conditions.
The simple and sufficient substitution in this rase is,
q=

d'"

dii

..• (9)

Therefore the equation (8) becomes,

d'.

,[t'

d'u

d'u

+ mill' +" dt'

~O

.. (10)

and the end conditions (9) transforms mto th,t at t = 0,

d".

dt' = a

.. (11)

and

As the two extra end conditions arc to be chosen at the other end,
that means, at t = t, the simple choice can be made as.

,,= 0; d.;;a,t

=

0

.. (12)

Then to have the relaxational solutIOn of the e'luatlOn (11), the
derivatives are replaced by finite differellce apporximations holding good
at a typical point of subdivision x of the range of integration as shown
below,

h~ (-4u.tl-411,_.+6U;+~.+z+u,_,) + IX; (u, .. -Zu, ..+2u,_.

-U'_,) + f, (U, •• -2U,+u H)

... (13)

= 0

where Ii is the uniform interval between the successive points of subdi·
vision. This expression aftL,! rearrangement and simplification can be
written as,

",(12-4nh')+u, .. (-8-2m/!+ Znh'J + u._.( -8+ 2.. /!+ 2n/!')

+'.,.,(2+ ..h) +U<-o (2-mh)

... (14)

= 0

At each point of subdivision x, a residual is defined by,

F,

=

u,(12-4nk'J+"'+1(-8-2""+2nh')tu,_,( -8+2m/H 2"",)

+u, +,(2+"'11) -I- u,_,(2-mh),
.. (15)

or, F, =Au, +Bu'+ltB'u'.1 +Ou'+2+0'.. ,_.

....
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where,
A = IZ-4nh'
B = -8-2..h+2"""
R' = -8+2 ..h+2nk'
O=2tmk

o· =

2-..11.

Therefore every residual is defined by formula (16) and henoe a relaxation pattern can be constructed directly from ,t instead of writing
operation and relaxation tables. The process of liquidation of the residuals required in connection with the solution is carried out on a
relaxation dIagram in place of relaxation table.
The range of integration is divided into five intervals by four points
of subdivision. Then using the residual formula (16), the expressions for
the residuals at di1ferent points of subdivision can be written as follows,

F. = X"o+Yu,+Z ... +/i·W

where,

".(17)

F, = X,"o+ Y,u,+B ...+Ou.+"·W,

••. (18)

}', = U·"O+B· ...+Au.+Bu.+Ou.

~

F, = C'",+B'".+A",+Bu.

... (20)

F. ~ 0·...+B'".+Z,,,.

...(21)

X'" A+2B'+40'
Y=B-B'-40'
Z =0+0'
'" = B'a+2aO'

(19)

X, =B'+20'
Y, =.4-0'
Z,=A+O
11', = O'a.

From the above formulae (17 to 21) the following point relaxation
patterns showing the amount of changes produced in the residuals caused
by the changes ill the values of the wanted function at the typical
point of subdivision Can be easily written.
• • • - - - ••• (T)

000-0.------(/I}

00-00-0 ---

--(III)

~
~~----(IVI
~'
v-D
'0 -----M
~Iterns

I-V
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The first three residuals can be liquidated by point relaxation patten!
and the last but one residual is liquidated by block relaxation pattern which
can be ('"ily found out from the above patterns I to V. In order to
liquidate the last residual a suitable group operation pattern can be found
nut hy the method suggested here This grnu~ operation pattern can
he obtained by using the patterns i to V, the l~rouP operation and the
hlrll k operation patterns (developed from thos(' pnint relaxation patterns
I l<1 V), in whdl the first four residuals «main unchanged. Pollr,wing
the same procedure it is also possible to ohtain the required group
operation patterns to start the liquidat,on (rom the other end of the
ran~t quite quickly and systematically. Although this method su~g"ts
a general procedure to obtain the requin·d group operation pattern it
mal' be possible in some particular cases to find out the desired group
01' block operation patterns more easily depending on the type of dil!erentIal equations and circuit parameters after careful study of the point
relaxation pattern (Basu 1958; Joarder 1968).
ilLUsTnATloN
The example that has been taken for Illustration is based on the
one worked out by different method (Mem. Stol!Dept. Elec. Engg., M.
I. T., 1962) in which,
H, = 100 ohms, E, = 5000 ohms, L, = 900x 10-' henry,

S, = 80x 10-' darafs (8 of 1.6x 10-' darafs each). The condensers are
each charged to 20000 volts prior to initiating the snrge.
It is desired to calculate the values of the charge of the condenser of dastance 8, (figure 2) at different imtmts IU'! after tripping of the
generator.
Substituting the numerical value, of different citCHit constants in the
differentIal equation (7) and performing the necessary tran;{ormations and
simplications along with the use of the conditiom found out from the
supplied data indicated in that connection, the residual formulae holding
good at dil!erent points of subdivision can be written as follows .
F, = 36u,-72., +36u,-1l1.25xlO- lG

... (17A)

-35.6u,+1147",-122.6u.+4J.5u,-23.4375xIO- lO
Ji', = -7.5",,-20.6",+107.211.,-122.6""143.511,
~':. ~ ·-7.5u, -20.6".+107.2",-122.(,1I 4
F. ~ -7.511,-20.6"3+ 150.7"4

.. (18A)

F,

=

.. (19A)

.. (20A)
... (UA)
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and the following point relaxation patterns are obtained.

~

V~

~

"---.(1.)

e-e-e-e ---_..

OIA)

~---'(III')
~"r:::>.
6~

---- (/VA)

~r.::::;,.,

0~ ----(v.)

=~~J
V V V

CrV ---- ~11A)

Pattern, IA -VIA

The relaxation diagram can he constructed :)s shown in figure 3 helow.
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Figure 3. Relaxation diagrBm.

In figure 3 the initially guessed values of the functions are written
above and to the left and the calculated values of the residuals are
recorded above and to the right at each point of subdivision marked on
the base line. The residuals thus obtained are multiplied by 10" for
haVing greater accuracy and simplification in calculation.
As far as the liquidation is concerned the residuals Fo, F" and F.
are easily liquidated by using the point relaxation patterns lA, IVA and
VA respectively, and the block relaxation pattern VIA is used to liquidate
Fa as shown clearly in figure 3. Lastly to liquidate F, a group operation
pattern is required which will not effect F" F" II', and Fa. In order to
do this, frOID point relallatiOn patterns IA and IIA a ~roup operatioI\
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pattern mhaving no effect on Fo is obtained. From this pattern IB and
IVA, another group operation pattern liB can be developed in which the
residuals Fo and l!\ remain unchanged. Next making use of this pattern
lIB and VA a group operation I1IB which brings about no change
in f'o, F, and F, can be easily found out. Finally from the pattern
rnB and VIA the desired group operation pattern IVB is obtained in which
1'0, F" 1', and F, remain unaffected and they are shown below.
~.~

~

aB!

~l~

~~~

~IB)

~·e-O

~1l8)

~2
~~.J

OV-'\:J

-~--O

(m)

Pattern lA-Iva.

Thus the l~st residual F. can be easily liqUidated by using the
group operation pattern IVB, clearly indicated in figure 3. Although the
calculation have been carried on upto higher place of decimal they are
recorded upto fourth place in the relaxation diagram (figure 3) giving due
consideration to the order of accuracy desired In this rype of problem.
From these values of IIu, it.. 'U" it, and it. the values of the charges of those
points of subdiVISion corresponding to successive instants can be easily
calculated. The "alues thus obtained are compared with those calculated
by the convent'onal method and they are found to agree fairly well
as shown in table 1 below.
TABLE

1.

COMPARISON Of RESULTS

Quantlty of charge in coulomb at the followiy instlUlts

Methods

Osee. O.5xIO"'ooc. 1.0 X10-' sec. I.Sx 10-' 'oe. 2.0XlO""oe. 2.5"'0·''''',
Convenilonal 0.125

0.01239

0.01230

0.01221

0.01211

0.01201

Relaxation

0.01236

0.01227

0.01217

0.01208

0.01198

0.125

-------------------------------------------------
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DISCUSSION

This paper reveals clearly that relaxationally it is possible to find
out the values of the desired quantities (here charges) simultaneously at
dilferent instants. Althouh here charges at five successive instants are
found out it can be extended easily to calculate the same at larger
number of instants as required in a problem at a time. By varying the
value of h in the finite-difference approximation equation it is possible to
attain higher accuracy.
The method developed here in order to obtain the desired group
operation pattern for liquidating the residual can be used to the differential equation of any order and to keep the required number of residuals
unaffected at a time So it is possible to bring about the liquidatIOn quickly in a definite number of steps.
The author is highly indebted to Prof. A. K. Sengupta, D.Sc. C. Eng.,

M.I.E.E. (Land.), Head of the Department of Applied PhySICS, Calcutta
University, for his guidance and help throughout the progress of this work.
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